NEWS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE __________________________________
October 1, 2021
Contact:
Diana L. Klink
Office: 757.514.4104
Mobile: 757.359.1845
Tim Kelley
Office: 757.514.4103
Mobile: 757.871.3039

CORRECTION
SUFFOLK, Virginia (October 1, 2021) Suffolk Police advise that following direct
indictment, Travis Dionne Butler, age 41 of Suffolk, has been arrested on
charges including Assault: Shoot, Stab, Etc. in Commission of Felony (4 counts),
Aggravated Malicious Wounding (2 counts), Attempt to Commit a Capital Offense
(3 counts), and Obstruct Justice by Threats or Force – Drug, Gang, Violent Off.
(1 count). Mug shot attached.

UPDATE
SUFFOLK, Virginia (October 1, 2021) Suffolk Police advise that following direct
indictment, Travis Dionne Butler, age 41 of Suffolk, has been arrested on
charges including Shooting in Commission of a Felony (4 counts), Aggravated
Malicious Wounding (2 counts), Attempt to Commit a Capital Offense (3 counts),
and Obstruct Justice by Threats or Force – Drug, Gang, Violent Off. (1 count).
Mug shot attached.

UPDATE
SUFFOLK, Virginia (May 11, 2020) Suffolk Police advise that the subject in this
morning’s stabbing incidents has been identified as Travis Dionne Butler, age 39,
of Suffolk. He has been arrested on charges including Aggravated Malicious

Wounding (2 counts), Malicious Injury – Police Officer (2 counts), and Felonious
Assault (4 counts). He is currently being held without bond at Western Tidewater
Regional Jail. Mug shot attached.

As previously indicated, the two adults and one Officer that were wounded have
been treated and released from a local hospital.

The other injured Officer

remains hospitalized.

The investigation remains ongoing at this time and there is no further information
available for release.

SUFFOLK POLICE INVESTIGATING STABBING INCIDENT
SUFFOLK, Virginia (May 11, 2020) Suffolk Police are investigating an incident
from last night, May 10, 2020, where two adults and two Officers were stabbed.
Suffolk Police had originally responded to the 100 block of Ashford Drive to serve
an Emergency Custody Order. Officers arrived on the scene around 9:30 p.m.
and had spoken to multiple individuals at this location before coming into contact
with the subject of the Emergency Custody Order. The adult male subject pulled
a knife and attacked the four victims. Following medical assessment and
treatment by Suffolk Fire & Rescue personnel, all four were ground transported
to a local hospital with serious injuries. The two adults and one Officer have been
treated and released. One Officer remains in the hospital at this time.

The subject was taken into custody without further incident and warrants are
pending. The incident remains under investigation and no further information is
available at this time.
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